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The Holocaust, also referred to as the Shoah, was a genocide during World War II in which Nazi Germany,
aided by its collaborators, systematically murdered some six million European Jews, around two-thirds of the
Jewish population of Europe, between 1941 and 1945. Jews were targeted for extermination as part of a
larger event involving the persecution and murder of other groups, including in ...
The Holocaust - Wikipedia
Murder on an industrial scale. The discovery of Nazi concentration camps towards the end of WW2 revealed
the full horror of Hitler's plans to exterminate Europe's Jews and other minorities.
BBC - iWonder - The Holocaust year by year
Holocaust denial is the act of denying the genocide of Jews in the Holocaust during World War II. Holocaust
denial claims include: that Nazi Germany's Final Solution was aimed only at deporting Jews from the Reich
and did not include their extermination; that Nazi authorities did not use extermination camps and gas
chambers to mass murder Jews; or that the actual number of Jews killed was ...
Holocaust denial - Wikipedia
Trump Holocaust Law Pisses Off Poles. Jewish Agenda Articles, Holocaust Hype Articles. Trump Holocaust
Law Pisses Off Poles By Brother Nathanael Kapner May 13, 2018 Â©. THE VULTURE-IN-CHIEF STRIKES
AGAIN and the winners are the Jews who feed on the carcasses of their victims.. Last Wednesday, on the
heels of enacting a Jew-pleasing policy in scraping the Iran Deal, Trump signed into law an Act ...
Trump Holocaust Law Pisses Off Poles | Real Jew News
Holocaust historians claim Treblinka was a death camp where 870,000 Jews were put to death with carbon
monoxide (engine exhaust), and then buried in mass graves.. In 1999, an Australian team led by Richard
Krege, a qualified electronics engineer, carried out a high tech exam of the soil using Ground Penetrating
Radar, which can detect minute earth disturbances up to 30 meters down.
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The â€˜Holocaust Denialâ€™ Debate | Real Jew News
Holocaust heroes and heroine with listings of names. The Righteous Among the Nations are defined as those
few who risked their lives to help Jews.
Part II - Heroes and Heroines of the Holocaust
Boydell & Brewer publishers: medieval studies, early modern, modern, military and maritime history, music,
African studies, German Studies and more
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Some experts say Boko Haramâ€™s brutal campaign, which has included attacks on schools, the burning of
villages, and hundreds of abductions, is a response to longstanding religious tensions ...
Nigeriaâ€™s Battle With Boko Haram | Council on Foreign
1922-1944: Mala Zimetbaum, interned in Auschwitz-Birkenau, was an interpreter there.Despite her high
status, she gained the sympathy of the inmates, and in turn, helped her fellow prisoners.
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and Items of Interest - Holocaust Remembrance, Sanctuary
Refutation of the Jewish holocaust hoax, specifically the claims that Jews were killed in gas chambers or gas
vans.
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